Routine: Building the Hundred Chart, versions 1 and 2
From: It Makes Sense
Conklin

Using the Hundred Chart to Build Number Sense, by Melissa

Materials: 100 pocket chart and numbers
Time: Fifteen minutes a day over multiple days
Beginning of the year - start with up to 50
Middle of the year - go all the way to 100
Students can be on carpet or at their desks
Can also use to teach 10 more, 10 less later in the year

Makes Sense!
Using the Hundreds Chart
to Build Number Sense
Grades K

Stephanie Sheffie'd
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Teaching Directions

Version I)

Differentiating Your Instruction

1. Before beginning this lesson, prepare a
pocket hundreds chart by placing these
number cards in the pockets: 4, 10, 17, 32,
and 48. Hold the rest of the numbers in
your hands, arranged in order so that you
can choose a number easily.
2. Gather students together so they can see
the pocket hundreds chart or the projected
hundreds chart easily.
3. Hold up the first card to be placed: 18. Ask,
"Who would like to come up and place
this number card where it belongs on the
hundreds chart?"

Making Decisions Before You Begin
Before beginning this esson, think about your
students and their previous experiences with
the hundreds chart, Kindergarten teachers
may initially want to use only the numbers one
through fifty, but plan to repeat the esson later
in the year with all the numbers. Firstgrade
teachers need to decide whether to try to build
an entire hundreds chart or a smaller subchart
at the beginning of the year. Even if you plan
to build the whole chart durng the course of a
week, you might want to consider starting the
first day with numbers from one through fifty.

(continued)

Teaching Tip
Choosing Numbers
As you call students forward to place numbers n the chart. choose numbers ha
want to know about your students number knowledge. For nstance, if you
student can count on successfully, you might offer him a number that is two or three numbers more
number that is already placed, giving him the oppounity to use that skU f he chooses

Technology Tip
Using an Interactive Whiteboard
ft you are using an interactive whiteboard, project an interactive hundreds chart and turn over at the
numbers except 4, 10, 17, 32, and 48. ft you do not have access to an interactive hundreds cha, use a
b-by-b grid and the interactive pen to record the numbers. For Step 3, cat out the number eahteen
i ask, "Who knows where eighteen belongs and would like to come touch tne sOot so mar the number
lt you are using an interactive whiteboard with a 10-byask, "Who knows where eighteen belongs and would like to come record it in the C(

It Makes gense Using the Hundreds Chart to Bud Number

Teaching Tip
Reading Two-Digit Numbers
f a stucent reads the number incorrectly, tefl
the student the correct way to read the numoer
while you move your finger under the number,
but don't stop at this time and try to explain the
place-value concept behind why the number is
written as it is. Make a note of which students
are having difficulty reading two-digit numbers
so that you can provide additional experiences
to strengthen this skill at a later time.

Technology Tip
Using an Interactive Whiteboard

h you are using an interactive whiteboard,
stuaents do not have the opportunity to read
numoers from the cards rather than cards,

4. Call on a volunteer, Before giving the card to
her, ask her to read the number. If she reads
it incorrectly-as eighty-one, for instancesa); "This number is eighteen. Can you find
the place where it fits on the chart?" If the
student answers correctly the first time,
allow her to place the card, then ask,"Tell us
how you knew the card fit there." Students
will probably respond that they know that
the number eighteen comes after the number seventeen, although some will have to
start at number one and count the spaces
until they get to eighteen.
5. Continue calling on students to come forward and place numbers into the hundreds
chart. Each time you do this, ask the student
to explain how she knows the number fits
where she has placed it. All students will
benefit every time they have the opportunity
to explain their thinking, or have to listen to
their classmates explain theirs.

you simply call out the numbers), Thus, it may
be advantageous to use the pocket hundreds
chart for this first lesson, or switch up between
the two displays (interactive whiteboard and
pocket chart) in repeatea use of the lesson.

A Childs Mind
When to End the Lesson
Watch your class carefully for signs of restlessness and fatigue. Because this lesson is ntended for
the beginning of the year, students will have limited ability to sit still while just one stuaent at a rime
participates. When students become squirmy, move to a different achvity, then return to this one later.
This lesson can be broken down easily into several sessions with no loss ot continuity

Budding the Hundreds Chart (Version 1)

After building an entire hundreds chart, add the activity to choices for math
stations. During independent work time, students may choose to rebuild the
hundreds chart alone or with a partner, Students enjoy doing this again and
again, and even make a game of how quicldythey can rebuild the chart.

When students come into class in the
morning, ask the first one or two who get
finished with their morning jobs to remove all
the cards from the pocket hundreds chart and
mix up the cards so the cards are ready for the
extension activity during math time.
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Teacher Reflection
My Building the Hundreds Chart Experiences: Determining
Appropriate Levels
Building the Hundreds Chart is an activity appropriate for kindergarten
and first or second grades. There are several decisions I make so that th
lesson is appropriate for children at each level.
Kindergarten
Many kindergartners are still working on the oral counting sequence to
one hundred. They may also be learning to connect the numbers they say
with the numerals they represent. For these reasons, building a chart all the
way to one hundred may not be appropriate at the beginning of the year.
I gauge my students' needs and abilities as I set up the lesson. I may choose to
begin with only the numbers one through thirty, then as the year progresses
and I become more confident in
my students' number knowledge,
I repeat the lesson, first with the
numbers one through fifty and
finally with all the numbers on
the hundreds chart. In this way,
I keep the experience within the
grasp of my students, but always
give them a challenge to work
toward.

First Grade
At the beginning of the year,
when I initiate this lesson with
first graders, I often use only the
FIGURE L-1 I Mrs. Conklin holds up number card 13 and pauses to give
numbers one through fifty I want
first graders an opportunity to think about where it should be placed.
to present a lesson that is not
overwhelming to my students, as a nearly blank hundreds chart may be.
I also want to start with lessons that can be completed within a week; near
the beginning of the year, I am still unsure of the abilities of all my students.
After I assess their understanding of basic number concepts, as well as their
counting skills, I am better able to determine which students are ready for the
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challenge of the whole chart, and which students stifi need a modified chart
with which to work. This knowledge helps me as I choose numbers to offer
each child to place on the chart.

Second Grade
Although I would love for every one of my second graders to enter my class
with a solid familiarity of the hundreds chart, it doesn't always happen.
Once again, at the beginning of the year, I am careful not to overwhelm my
students. As we begin to complete the first half of the hundreds chart, I get a
sense of how quickly my students can place numbers and how well they can
explain how they know where numbers fit. I keep the following questions in
mind during these early days.
Questions to Help Determine Students' Number Sense
Do students have an understanding that moving up and down the
hundreds chart involves adding and subtracting ten?
b When handed a number card,
can students find the general
location of the card quickly?
For example, if handed the
number card 89, do they
immediately look toward
the bottom of the hundreds
chart?
Do students count from one
for a number like twenty-three,
or do they look for a larger
number already placed on the
hundreds chart from which to
count on?
Can students read two-digit
numbers correctly or do they
sometimes reverse the digits?

FIGURE L-1.2 Victor counts on from number card 10 before placing
13 in the correct spot on a hundreds chart.

I know that multiple experiences with the hundreds chart benefit
students who are still constructing their understanding of the number
system. Some second graders benefit from rebuilding the chart repeatedly
throughout the year. I keep this in mind and make sure to include this as an
option during independent practice time.
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Lesson 2 uflding the Hundreds
art (Version 2)
Overview

Time
20 minutes

Materials
pocket hundreds chart with
removable number cards or
hundreds chart projected on
screen or interactive whiteboard

The Hundreds Chart (1-100)
(Reproducible A), numbers cut
apart into cards (if using an
interactive whiteboard)
sentence frames (see "Teaching
Directions")

optional: colored blank cards that
fit in pocket hundreds chart

in this lesson, students use number relations
and mental math to rebuild the hundreds chart.
Whenever they place a number on the chart,
they must explain their reasoning for doing so
by using one of four sentence frames (provided
with the lesson). This lesson helps students
develop computational fluency with adding
and subtracting one and ten from numbers on
the hundreds chart.

Rotated essons
You might teach the following lessoh first:
L-3 Arrow Arithmetic
Consider this lesson as a follow-up:
L-6 Ten More or Ten Less

Key Questions
How did you know to play that number
card?
) What number card is the player holding?

Common Core State
Standards
For connections to the Common
Core State Standards, see pages xxi
through xxxix.

BuiIdin the Hundreds Chart (Version 2)

Teaching Directions
1. Before students enter the classroom, remove
all number cards from the hundreds chart
except for card 36 (also hold on to card 46
because it will be used as a model later in
the lesson).
2. Gather students together so they can easily
see the pocket hundreds chart or the projected hundreds chart.
3. Tell students that the focus of the lesson is
to rebuild the hundreds chart. Each student
will receive a few number cards from the
hundreds chart. To place a number on the
hundreds chart, the number must fit below,
above, to the left, or to the right of a number
that has already been placed. Ask students
to think about describing, in mathematical
terms, what it means to move up, down, left,
and right on a hundreds chart. Tell students
to turn and talk about this with a partner.

Technology Tip
Using an tnteractive Whiteboard
If you are using an interactive whiteboard, make
a copy of The Hundreds Chart (Reproduable A),
cut apart the numbers, and place all number
cards except 36 and 46 in a bag. Also, project a
lO-by-lO grid and write the number 36 (using
an interactive pen) in the appropriate square.
Explain that students will use the interactive pen
to write the number on the whiteboard and
then give you their number card.

4. Call on a few students to explain, in mathematical terms, what it means to move up,
down, left, and right.
Examples of Student Thinking
"Add one."
"Increase by ten."
"Subtract one,"
"Get smaller by ten."
Introduce the following sentence frames to
students:

Structure for Writing Riddles
Sentence Frames
P Mv number i one more
P Mv number is one le

s ten more
s ten .ess t

It Makes Sense! Using the kundreds Chart to Build Number Sense
Tell students the' should use the frames
when explaining their placement of the
number they have in the hundreds chart.

Teaching Tip
Visual Support
For addiuonal support, point to the number
36, then ask the question using the first
sentence frame, "What number is one more?'
Point to the empty place where 37 beloncis.
Continue this visual support for the remaining
three sentence frames (for additional insights
as to why this is done, see "Math Matters)
The Importance of Touching the Numbers on
page 18 in this lesson).

Ask students to think about what four numbers could be played on the chart right now.
Ask students to turn and talk to a partner
before you call on volunteers to share their
thoughts.
Hold up the number 46 and use the sentence
frame to model for students. "My number is
ten more than thirty-six." Place card 46 in
the hundreds chart. I'ell students that now
they may play off the numbers 36 or 46. To
clarify any confusion students may have,
ask them to think about what numbers can
now be played. Tell them to turn and talk to
a partner, then call on volunteers to share
their thoughts. Numbers that can be played,
according to the sentence frames, are 26, 35,
37, 45, 47, and 56. For more clarification,
place colored blank squares in all the spaces
that are no'r open for play. Remove the
colored squares after your explanation.

FIGURE L-2.1 Mrs. Conklin reminds students how to use the sentence
frames when placing the numbers on a hundreds chart,
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1-2 Building the 1undreds Chart (Version 2)
8. Mix up the number cards and pass them out
to students until all the cards are gone. Tell
students they will each get a turn to place
numbers on the hundreds chart. If they have
more than one number ca rd that is playable, they are welcome to put more than one
number card in the hundreds chart.

Technology Tip
Using an Interactive Whiteboard
If an interactive whiteboard is being used,
remind students that they will record the number
that is written on one of their number cards on
the interactive whiteboard (using the interactive
pen) and will then hand you their number card.

A Child's Mind..
Competition?
Tell students this is not a competitive game.
The oblect is to build the chart, not to be the
first person to get rid of the number cards they
are holding.

FIGURE L-2.2 First grader Diego explains where the number 70 goes
using the sentence frame, My number is ten more than sixty."
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Teaching Tip
Who Goes First?
if students are sitting in a whole-group area,
have students in the tirt row go tirst, followed
by those in the second row, and so on. Jr
have students sit in a semicircle around the
hundreds chart and start at one end and move
to the next student. If students are sitting at
tables, have students sitting at one table go
first, followed by the next table and so on.

9. Have students come up. one by one, and play
their number cards. Make sure they use the
sentence frames to voice their thinking out
loud. Stop periodically and review which
number cards are playable. Encourage students to check their number cards to determine whether they have playable cards.
10. The activity ends when all cards have been
played.

A Child's Mind,
Getting Help from Others
Tell students they are welcome to ask their
peers for help, but they may not tell their peers
what cards to play unless asked.

FIGURE 1-2.3 JP uses the sentence frame "My number is less than
forty" to explain where the number 39 belongs.
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L-2 Building the Hundreds Chart (Version 2)

Extend Their Learning!
After students have played several times and are comfortable using the
sentence frames, introduce the extension presented here. Its purpose is to
give students the opportunity to do mental math. Tell students that when
their peer says the sentence frame, they must call out what number the
person is holding before it is placed in the hundreds chart. Model an example
by placing the number 36 as the starting number and say,"My number is one
more than thirty-six." Give students a few seconds to think, then ask them
to call out the number that is one more than thirty-six. After students say
"Thirty-seven!" place the number card 37 in
the hundreds chart.
Pass out the number cards and begin to play
A Child's Mind.
the game as you usually do. For every couple
Providing Time to Think
of students who come up to place a number
For aU students to have time to think before
card, ask them to do the extension. In other
hearing the answer, give a cue-such as
words, tell them to say the sentence frame,
counting "One, two three"-before allowing
then ask the- other students to call out the
students to call out the number.
numbeC they think- the student is holding
before the student places his card in the chart.

Modification: P'ay Without $entence Frames
Do the activity several times without the sentence frames. Tell students they
may play numbers cards that are below, above, to the left, or to the right of
the numbers that have already been played. The purpose for this modification is to allow students an opportunity to become familiar with the structure of the hundreds chart before attaching ideas about computation.

Modification: Kindergarten
Modify the steps as follows to make this lesson most appropriate for
kindergarteners:
Remove all the number cards from the hundreds chart and place cards
31 to 100 to the side. Place a few numbers in the hundreds chart, such as
4,17,21, and 27.
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o Build Number Sense

Explain to the students they will work to build the chart from one to
thirty by placing numbers that are next to the numbers already in the
hundreds chart
3. Point to the number 4 and move one space to where the number 5
will go. Ask the students, "How many moves did I make?" When they
say one," acknowledge that you are adding one Again, point to the
number 4 and move one space to where the number 3 will go Ask
the students, 'How many moves did 11 make?" When they say "one," acknowledge that three is one less than four. Ask
students, "What number is one more than four
Math Matters!
and what number is one less than four?" Repeat
this process for the remaining numbers that are
The Importance of Touching the Numbers
Just as it is important to model for students
visible on the hundreds chart.
row to touch each vo'd when they are
learning to read, it is aiso mportant to model
touching a number on a hurdreds chart and
moving your finger forvvard or bacKward to
show ore more or one ess than a number,
respectively. In reading, children start out
touching each word as they read it, and later
oegin to move their finger fiuidly under a line of
text as tney read more fiuently. So, too, in math
do chil&en begin by touching each numoer,
one at a tme, as they add or subtract on a
huncreds chart As their thinking develops, they
cecome more comfortable making "urnps'
on the chart, and snowing those jumps wtb a
more fud movement of tneir finger.

4. Tell students they will receive a number card
and, when it is their turn, they may place the
card in the hundreds chart if it is one more
or one less than a card that has been played.
Restate this another way by saying, "You may
place your card in the hundreds chart if it is
before or after a number card that has already
been played."
5. Model holding up the number 16 and saying, "Sixteen is one less that seventeen" or
"Sixteen comes before seventeen." Pass out a
number card to each student. If you have leftover cards, keep those and play them when
appropriate.

L2 Building the Hundreds Chart (Version 2)

6. Determine the order in which the students should play. When students
play their number card, ask them to describe how they knew to play that
card.
Examples of Student Thinking
"It's one more than
"It's before

___."

"It's next to

_____."

Accept student thinking and rephrase it using one more than and one
less than terms.
On subsequent days, repeat this game, playing with different ranges o
numbers, such as twenty-five to fifty or thirty to sixty for example.

FIGURE 1-2.4 Mrs. Conklin plays Building a Hundreds Chart (Version 2)
with a student.
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